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Abstract: The digital revolution is renewing many aspects of our lives, which is also a challenge in
judicial processes, such as the Chain-of-Custody (CoC) process of any electronic evidence. A CoC
management system must be designed to guarantee them to maintain its integrity in court. This
issue is essential for digital evidence’s admissibility and probative value. This work has built and
validated a real prototype to manage the CoC process of any digital evidence. Our technological
solution follows a process model that separates the evidence registry and any evidence itself for
scalability purposes. It includes the development of an open-source smart contract under Quorum,
a version of Ethereum oriented to private business environments. The significant findings of our
analysis have been: (1) Blockchain networks can become a solution, where integrity, privacy and
traceability must be guaranteed between untrustworthy parties; and (2) the necessity of promoting
the standardization of CoC smart contracts with a secure, simple process logic. Consequently, these
contracts should be deployed in consortium environments, where reliable, independent third parties
validate the transactions without having to know their content.

Keywords: Blockchain; Smart Contracts; Chain-of-Custody (CoC); Zero-Knowledge Proof (ZKP);
Alastria; Ethereum; Quorum

1. Introduction

The digital revolution and new digital economy are transforming the basic processes
of our society at all levels. This way, creating new smart infrastructures becomes essential in
our society. These infrastructures and related applications help cities improve governance
and the quality of life of resident citizens, which is included in this transformation [1].
For instance, it is possible to create voting applications [2], auctions [3], multi-signature
wallets [4], and so on. These applications are created for different parties which do not
trust each other, and the agreed rules of the game must be assured and complied with.

One of the domains that is being digitally transformed is the traditional processes
used in trials. One of the processes which clearly can be improved is the case of managing
probative evidence at a court. Related to this process, the concept of digital evidence [5]
has become very relevant, even more with the exponential growth of crimes in which
technology is the protagonist. Therefore, it is now necessary to ensure that the new digital
evidence, as a new way of digital interaction among persons and companies, has a similar
nature to physical ones. The principal purpose is that they can be admitted with the same
value by proving the reality of their occurrence in the digital field during a judicial process.

In addition to this, the forensic process [6] is in charge of collecting this evidence,
analyzing it and guaranteeing its relevance, authenticity and credibility with the required
legal guarantees. The Chain-of-Custody (CoC) is one of the related procedures which
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must ensure evidence has not been altered, disclosed or accessed by unauthorized people,
from its acquisition to its availability in a court. This CoC process was traditionally carried
out with documentary support and physical custody. The current challenge is to adapt this
process to the digital world, in which electronic evidence can be intangible and volatile.

This way, UNE 71506:2013 [7] defines CoC “as the controlled traceability procedure applied
to the evidence, from acquisition to analysis and final presentation”. This procedure is focused
on performing the documentation to the evidence in chronological events [8,9]. Therefore,
the CoC is the most crucial process of evidence documentation. It must assure that, in event
of a crime presented to court of law, the evidence is authentic. In other words, it is the
same evidence seized for the crime scene. It should reflect all individuals involved in the
process of acquisition, collection, analysis of evidence, time records, as well as contextual
information (case identification, unit and laboratory participants).

On the other hand, the concept of Blockchain arises for a large amount of security
applications to save and protect data, by maintaining its integrity, by means of a chain
structure [10]. Data is encrypted during the complete process. The origin of Blockchain is
the cryptocurrency [11], and it has evolved towards the concept of Distributed Transaction
Ledger (DTL) [12], which is understood as a distributed and digital ledger. This evolution
towards enterprise applications is now considered one of the transforming technologies
in the near future. The use of Blockchain technology can help us to improve the CoC
process and the evidence management life-cycle. Several benefits can be achieved by
using a Blockchain network in terms of transparency, fault tolerance, decentralization,
and independent verification. This way, each network participant maintains an up-to-date
copy of the complete chain, known as a node, being a part of digital elements. The network
is also autonomous and sustainable when a node fails since the rest of the nodes can follow
with their specific tasks. Writing and reading in the chain are decentralized, so a participant
cannot entirely control the chain of blocks by itself. Additionally, any participant can verify
the integrity; no intermediary participants are necessary. Security control of data access
and traceability is also possible with these kinds of networks.

Therefore, the principal objective of this work is implementing and testing a prototype
to manage the CoC process of any digital evidence, which reflects the functionality of the
developed smart contract with a distributed architecture. This primary goal leads to the
following specific objectives:

1. Three technological architectures for the CoC process of digital evidences are designed:
distributed, centralized and multi-blockchain, as well as a set of design principles are
proposed to minimize the limitations found in the literature. A review of these gaps
is also detailed in this work. Specifically, our proposal has as a starting point the
work [13], expanding and adapting it according to our defined principles;

2. A real prototype to manage the CoC process of digital evidences was developed. This
prototype is based on the designed distributed architecture by following the proposed
model for the CoC process. The prototype also satisfies most of the requirements de-
tailed in the design principles. Moreover, our solution is open-source and compatible
with the current top languages used in the Blockchain landscape;

3. A smart contract associated with the prototype was implemented under Quorum, a ver-
sion of Ethereum oriented to private business environments. The Zero-Knowledge
Proof (ZKP) protocol [14] has been employed for this purpose. This protocol al-
lows it to have consensus on transactions and blocks while maintaining data privacy.
As a result, entities can see the Blockchain network as reliable since their data are
also protected when transmitted through the network without third parties knowing
their content.

This work is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the evolution of Blockchain tech-
nology, as well as several existing works within the topic of this paper. Section 3 proposes our
defined process model for the CoC of digital evidences. Section 4 describes our technological
solution, including the different proposed architectures for the CoC process: distributed, central,
and multi-blockchain. Section 5 presents our implemented and tested case of study with smart
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contracts over Quorum, and Section 6 discusses its limitations and future directions. Finally,
Section 7 draws our conclusions and outlines our future work.

2. Literature Review

This section presents the fundamentals of the technologies used for the example case,
Blockchain, and reviews the fundamentals of the chain of custody (CoC).

2.1. Blockchain Evolution

Figure 1 shows the Blockchain evolution from cryptocurrencies to applications for
a variety of contexts [10], such as finance, supply chain, energy, Internet of Things (IoT),
healthcare, pharmaceuticals, intellectual property (IP), digital identity, real estate, govern-
ment, media, arts, insurance, and justice. Bitcoin was the first implementation of Blockchain
in 2008 by an anonymous person under the Satoshi Nakamoto pseudonym [11]. Blockchain
was designed as a decentralized payment system with an internal token called Bitcoin.

Figure 1. Blockchain ecosystem [10].

The initial Blockchain network promoted by Bitcoin was public and global. It worked
based on a Proof of Work (PoW) consensus [15], which, given its high trading value, allows
large mining corporations to associate and invest in controlling the price and profit of the
cryptocurrency. This network cannot be used for other applications since it does not have
the capacity to be a programmable chain.

Vitalik Buterin conceived a platform for “Programmable Money” with smart con-
tracts [10,16] to add the functionality of being a programmable chain. Furthermore, he
proposed integrating a complete Turing language into the Bitcoin scripting system as an
enhanced protocol. In addition, Gavin Wood is largely credited for making Ethereum a
general-purpose computing platform. Currently, a smart contract is implemented with an
Ethereum Virtual Machine (named EVM), which allows code to be executed as a complete
Turing machine.

The transactions that change the state of the network consume GAS, a unit used to
measure the exchange of an own currency of Ethereum, named Ether. This mechanism
involves the control of how a contract consumes more resources than the allowed ones
or else is saturated due to inadequate implementation. Ethereum was conceived as a
speeder network than Bitcoin to launch these applications over Blockchain networks
with many more users and a variety of services. However, the costs of deploying and
invoking a smart contract can be high [17], which has a non-negligible FIAT value in the
cryptocurrency market.

Despite this, smart contracts can reduce administration and save service costs, improve
the efficiency of business processes, and minimize privacy risks, among others. Therefore,
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a great variety of opportunities and challenges appears with smart contracts [18] in the IoT
field, distributed security/privacy systems, finance, data provenance, sharing economy,
the public sector, etc. Some works are also studying ways of reducing transaction costs in
smart contracts. For example, the authors of [19] identify the benefits of tradable permit
schemes in smart contracts for increasing relevant and reducing irrelevant information, cor-
recting asymmetries among actors, minimizing intermediaries, decreasing costs, improving
trading quality, etc.

Other smart contract considerations include the design and testing of tasks for smart
contracts as part of Blockchain’s distributed applications. These considerations are also
challenging from the point of view of software engineering. According to [20], there is no
effective way to guarantee the code security of a smart contract. This way, debugging tools
such as code auditing and formal verification techniques on software design patterns are
highly desired to develop high-quality smart contracts [21]. Furthermore, programming
languages, such as Solidity and VMs, are still limited and inefficient from the point of view
of performance. Our technological prototype has been designed with principles which
minimize these drawbacks—as detailed in Section 4—such as a secure, simple and stan-
dard control logic implementation; robust authentication and authorization management;
periodic audit; separation of any evidence and the CoC registry; safe, reliable, durable and
low-cost warehousing; among others.

It was also concluded in [20] that there is a lack of best practices, example codes,
community support, and standardization. Alastria [22] was established as the Spanish
Blockchain consortium in 2017 to minimize these drawbacks in Spain. It currently has
more than 511 adhered members and supports Ethereum. Quorum is employed for our
solution, a version of Ethereum oriented to business environments with privacy features
based on the ZKP protocol that the parent version does not have. It is possible to limit who
can participate in the transactions, who can write to the chain, which nodes can know the
content of the transactions and those who cannot. For validation purposes, a seven-node
network of the official Quorum distribution has been tested, and the smart contract has
been deployed in the Alastria testnet.

2.2. The CoC Background

From the beginning of Blockchain development, the CoC problem has been observed
as a classic example to be solved with its intrinsic characteristics [23,24]. The most specific
studies on the use of Blockchain as a support for the digital custody process date from 2011 [9].
This research line has been growing with related concepts and approaches.

Bonomi et al. proposed the B-CoC [13] framework aimed at guaranteeing the audit
integrity of digital evidence collection, and its traceability by third parties. However, multi-
ple stakeholders have not been considered nor complemented by an adequate evidence
management system. Our solution is based on their proposal, expanding and including
additional features. For instance, an evidence invalidation process has been included in our
work, several possible architectures and specific control functions to manage participants
at the CoC level and with granular access to evidence, among other design principles.

The work of [25] presents a CoC architecture in the context of Blockchain-based
forensics. However, it does not offer a complete vision of the transactions nor put special
attention on the preservation of evidences or the integrity guarantee mechanisms avoiding
any modification. This work presents an evolution of a previous work [26], where an
architecture based on Ethereum Hyperledger oriented to the forensic CoC was presented
without considering a permission management.

In [27], the creation of a Blockchain-based incident response system is combined for
easing a subsequent forensic analysis. They propose managing the evidence in a distributed
ledger and facilitating the chronological storage of the associated documentation. However,
it is not based on the fundamental aspect of guaranteeing all the necessary properties for a
CoC process.
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The LEChain [28] framework is one of the more complete proposals found in the
literature. It presents a Blockchain-based evidence management model that includes
mechanisms for the supervision of evidence collection and the protection of the identities
of witnesses and jurors (and their specific votes). It even addresses the management of
evidence in the cloud, although it does not offer full-support for transparency and audit
mechanisms. Additionally, it does not cover the full-life cycle of digital evidence.

On the other hand, there are existing commercial applications, such as Khipus [29].
This app offers a personal evidence custody service over the Alastria network, for instance,
with WhatsApp or email. According to their website, they are a service for the issuance of
electronic stamps that are not qualified in time. The purpose of this solution differs from
the principal objective of this work, since it intends to act as a custody and third party
service, but it is an example of the possibility that it can offer society.

Finally, three basic architectural designs with different challenges are proposed in [30].
A discussion about the need to promote a nationwide smart contract standardization for
the CoC process is also detailed. Its principal conclusion is that the smart contract must
be open-source and employed in consortium environments, where reliable, independent
third parties validate the transactions without knowing their specific content. This work is
an extended version in which a concrete technological solution is fully detailed from three
possible architectures. Once the use of the distributed one is justified, a case of study is
presented, including the implementation and testing of a real prototype.

As for the CoC process model, previous studies determine that a Blockchain-based
network can be a great approach to leveraging this process. Blockchain guarantees trans-
parency, authenticity, security and traceability. However, it is essential to avoid the problem
of excessive growth of the chain, known as “Blockchain bloat”. These previous works
agree on the need to decouple the evidence registry from the custody of the evidence
itself. The balance between privacy and traceability is also highlighted in them. The CoC
process is required to be verifiable, auditable and transparent, but this could compromise
the privacy of legal procedures. Therefore, mechanisms to ensure that only legitimate
parties access specific data are needed. The design principles of our proposed process
model consider these functional requirements, being incorporated into our technological
solution provided in this work. They are detailed in the next section.

3. Proposed Process Model

Researchers found many problems when accessing digital information during the CoC
process. Digital evidences are duplicated, altered or modified, not allowed to keep their
integrity. Roles and permissions over a digital element can also be not the corresponding
ones. Additionally, the evidence storage could not be secure or sensitive along the time.
Even digital evidences can suffer several regulations from different countries.

For these reasons, a CoC process of digital evidences is more complex than traditional
evidences. Once studied the current situation in the literature is, the following process
is proposed, which defines and implements a generalization of the process that can be
adapted to any part of the world.

3.1. The CoC Process

Each participant involved in the CoC process must be registered with a particular role
in the system. The creator role is for the forensic staff that collects the evidence from the
scene and is responsible for it. Their functions will be to create a record in the CoC, assign
an owner, manage participants with access to the evidence and notify those exceptions that
occur throughout the cycle-life of the evidence by including marking it as invalid in case it is
authorized its destruction. Additionally, the owner of the evidence can be the person (or people)
who guarantee the custody of the digital evidence and act as a security officer for the credential
generation to the participants to allow them access to the corresponding evidence.

The rest of the participants are either investigators/researchers who need to examine the
evidence, or other forensic analysts, court staff, or law enforcement personnel that intervene
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in the different parts of the judicial process and need to examine the evidence. Additionally,
the figure of the master participant is necessary for the CoC process, who is responsible
for the deployment of the smart contract and the maintenance of the participants in the
complete process. This way, the owner authorizes those participants’ access to one or
another piece of evidence. This custodian figure is essential to defining the final process to
be implemented.

Figure 2 shows the proposed CoC process model for the evidence management, which
includes a set of phases:

• Acquisition. The chain of custody begins at the evidence acquisition phase. Once collected,
the process of creating the evidence must be instantiated in the chain of custody;

• Analysis. It invokes the process of analyzing the evidence access by the correspond-
ing participants;

• Report. It invokes the process of reporting the evidence access by the correspond-
ing participants;

• Destruction. In case the destruction is requested, invoking the method destruction of
evidence will be needed.

Figure 2. Proposed CoC process model.

3.2. Evidence Services

The CoC process requires defining the following services on the digital evidence to
guarantee the traceability of actions that happens to the evidence:

• Create evidence. The person responsible for acquiring the evidence signs the record with
all the circumstances related to the acquisition process. Then, these data are used to
generate the corresponding record in the Blockchain network. Therefore, the person who
is responsible for the act of acquisition is the one who must create the CoC evidence;

• Invalidate evidence. If necessary, who, when, how and why the destruction of the
evidence was authorized must be recorded;

• Obtain evidence. The registration of all participants requesting access to the evidence;
• Transfer evidence. It is necessary to delegate the management of the evidence partici-

pants may transfer that responsibility to another competitor;
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• Show the register evidence. Report on all entries in the log about a particular piece
of evidence.

The creator of the evidence, once the digital evidence and the certificate of acquisition
have been acquired, stores the evidence in the repository compatible with the architecture,
if possible. In this process, the fingerprints are calculated as hash summaries that will validate
that the evidence has not been modified since its acquisition. The evidence is securely stored
in the secure evidence store, and it will generate a record of evidence with the creation.

Different participants in the investigation or judicial process will want to examine what
has occurred during the life of the evidence. For this reason, who accessed the evidence
needs to be registered, as well as when, where and how they accessed it, and what is the
specific reason for consulting the evidence. The data that can be stored on access will
depend on the availability of the information available on the network Blockchain (account
identifier, IP address, etc.). It is not always possible to have connection source information.

When the competent authority determines the destruction of the evidence, all the circum-
stances must be recorded and invalidated in the evidence record. The services must be only
consumed in a timed manner by the participants accredited for it. That is why it is necessary
to check that participants have the necessary permits and log, including failed attempts.

The described requirements in this section have been incorporated into the technologi-
cal solution provided in this work to manage the CoC process.

4. Technological Solution

Once our process model has been defined, we have to detail the technological solution
employed for this work. This solution considers the lack of maturity and homogeneity
of Blockchain technology, as well as the current evolution of many companies towards
a cloud service model, so the specific needs of the CoC process are not affected by those
technological changes. Specifically, when hardware and software requirements for our
infrastructures depend on cloud services (or even a hybrid local-cloud infrastructure),
it would be very fast to evolve or scale our architecture and applications, respectively.
As a result, our infrastructures would not become obsolete since the services are paid per
consumption. It would also be easy to be tolerant of failures, for instance. These aspects are
more noticeable for disruptive technologies, such as Blockchain, in which fast technological
evolution is possible. These changes are also subject to possible consortiums, companies,
the scientific community, etc.

4.1. Design Principles

In this era of transformation, it is necessary to have a modular approach with clear and
simple design principles that allow each module to evolve separately without changing
the focus of the CoC process or affecting the recorded evidences. The design principles
followed for our technological solution are the following:

• A smart contract that implements the logic of a secure, simple and standard process of CoC. An
example of a smart contract can be found in [31]. It is imperative to reuse verified code,
such as Open Zepellin [32] libraries. Programming language can be vulnerable [33,34],
and they are specialized in generating safe libraries for Solidity contracts. A smart
contract must be open-source and standardized where they gain the endorsement and
scrutiny of the entire community.

• The data related to the CoC are only accessed through the smart contract. The architecture
in these networks are layers and interactions with the contract, but it should never
maintain or manage the chain information without invoking a smart contract function.
The rest of the architecture must facilitate access but also guarantee the independence
of CoC validation for third parties, if needed, with the appropriate permissions through
the interfaces of the Blockchain network itself.

• Deployment of the contract in one or more consortium of Blockchain. Our developments
must be technologically prepared for this deployment.
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• Permissive technologies with ZKP consensus support. That is, the participation of public or
private consortiums that guarantee independence from the third parties. On the other
hand, a licensed technology is essential to allow, if necessary, privacy and confidential-
ity without losing the network’s consensus on the validity of the transactions.

• Custody of the evidence in a separated way from the evidence in the CoC record. The size
of the evidence makes it unfeasible to use the Blockchain itself as a secure custody
repository. However, the fingerprint of the evidence is stored in the Blockchain registry.
This way, any tampering with the evidence would be detected. As a consequence,
the resulting architecture is more complex.

• Robust identity management and authentication method. The NIST Guide Digital Identity
Guidelines 800-636 [35] is the main reference for this property. Having the maximum
certainty of a virtual correspondence to the real identity of the participant is essential
for reliability purposes. The distributed architecture achieves this with wallets that
store credentials based on public key cryptography. Private key custody is essential to
avoid losing virtual currencies, and mechanisms have been designed (software, hard-
ware, storage) that allow users to be the only ones who physically have it. Like others
based on multiple authentication factors, this mechanism is sufficient to authenticate.
There is no concept of identity; the person who has the private key is the owner. That
is, there is only one authentication identifier. Regarding the custody process, it is also
necessary to validate that the digital identity corresponds to the real identity of the
participant. This way, the appropriate processes for managing the identities associated
with these accounts and private keys must be defined.

• The use of safe, reliable, durable and low-cost warehousing. Any evidence must be available
during the open judicial period, lasting even years. Traditionally, the solution has been
to make copies of the evidence on various magnetic disks, encrypt them with keys and
physically store different copies (by the entity, a judicial authority, or a third party).
However, there is no guarantee that these copies will be accessible in the future,
in addition, to managing the custody of the encryption keys. The cloud is another
option for having the capacity of security, reliability and redundancy without having
to maintain the infrastructure for large volumes that are occasionally recovered. Again,
however, this is not a suitable option for frequent access.

• Electronic evidence format following an open standard. Since there is no consensus, we
will focus more on the process of generating the trace than on imposing a standard
evidence format. Our proposal leaves the CoC format open. Moreover, it is very
important to know how the fingerprint is generated, leaving open to any kind of
electronic evidence with a standard fingerprint, such as SHA-256 or SHA-512. We also
cover in this work SHA-1 and MD5 for backwards compatibility. It is mandatory to
generate a minimum footprint based on SHA-256. On the other hand, due to changes
in forensic techniques over time and the availability of forensic tools, the evidence
acquisition record must be included in the record. This record includes all the details
and the reproducible property of the evidence. It is good practice to include in the
evidence file or an attachment the artifacts in source code or object mode of the tools
used to generate it.

• Periodic accreditation of external security audits. Our technological solution is robust to be au-
dited periodically by third parties with applicable normative and regulatory requirements.

4.2. Architectures

Three technological architectures have been designed for the CoC process of digital
evidence. Self-manipulation is not possible since all the information and the CoC trace
resides in the own Blockchain network. It is not manipulable unless the active help of most
consortium nodes.

The three designed architectures have several common elements, which are:
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• Safe Storage. This artifact is a safe storage of evidences, protected and only accessible to
legitimate CoC participants. User tracking is also considered for monitoring. Activity
logs must also be recorded in the evidence registry for monitoring.

• Identity Node. There is an identity node per participant in a Blockchain network. Each
participant must have their own node, if desired, to privately deploy a smart contract,
and the rest of the nodes validate the transactions, but without knowing specific details.

• Smart Contract. This contract implements the CoC management processes and traces
all events related to the digital evidence.

• Blockchain Consortium. Networks where the smart contract is deployed to generate
consensus and chain of blocks (such as Alastria, R3, etc.), to guarantee the integrity
and immutability of each evidence during the whole CoC process.

• Identity Manager. It manages the authentication and authorization processes in order
to guarantee that each participant has access and permission to carry out the actions
which correspond to their accreditation. All accounts and accreditation of identity are
recognized as a person.

• Gateway Safe Storage. It is an interface for the uploading, downloading and additional
controls for the evidence files.

• User Interface. It is a centralized or distributed web/mobile application that interacts
with participants, in order to access the CoC processes.

• Contract Development and Debugging. It is the development environment of the smart
contract with the capacity of compilation, debugging and deployment in the considered
Blockchain network.

• Crypto Service (Key Management System, KMS). This component establishes a secure
communication channel among the CoC participants and Identity Nodes. In partic-
ular, it is a dedicated cryptographic system with certified hardware for key custody,
encryption and secure signature. This way, the security risks of having these keys in
configuration files or memory in the systems are avoided.

The final architectural choice depends on the specific requirements of a service
provider to its clients (in terms of costs, performance, etc.). These are:

• Distributed architecture. This proposed Blockchain-based architecture inherits from
public networks (see Figure 3). Clients access to the network through a wallet app
that stores the public cryptographic key-pair. The network stores the public key of
the account and verifies the transactions signed from that wallet. Connections to the
network depend on the protocol used—XML-RPC in the case of Ethereum networks,
as our case is. This client must interact with the browser in order to integrate network
data into a distributed application. An example is the Metamask extension [36] and
the WEB3J library [37] for Ethereum networks.

• Centralized architecture. This architecture is service-oriented (see Figure 4). Access
to the Blockchain network is shielded with a layer of services or micro-services that
access the Blockchain network by delegation. In this case, it is necessary to implement
a robust authentication and identity management system for the Blockchain network.
Once authenticated, the private key can be retrieved on the server side (from a KMS) to
be able to sign the network transactions. However, any third party with a provisioned
account could verify the CoC process, independently.

• Multi-blockchain centralized architecture. It is a variation of the centralized solution
by abstracting the network technology used (see Figure 5). The advantage is the
redundancy of the chain of custody in different networks. It is a solution, for example,
to provide a CoC service to third parties. This redundancy in different networks
provides a higher degree of reliability and validation.
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Figure 3. Distributed Architecture.

Figure 4. Centralized Architecture.

Figure 5. Multi-Blockchain Architecture.
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4.3. Principal Differences

In addition to this, the specific components and actions involved in the distributed
architecture, which are not presented in the other two ones, are:

• Browser. Participants connect through a specific browser to the CoC application and,
as a consequence, to her/his specific Identity Node. This connection is performed via
HTTPS, depending on the device (mobile or a workstation). The options available
must be adapted to the channel through which is requested. The application sends the
browser the necessary JavaScript to interact with the Blockchain network client.

• Wallet. It is needed for the CoC communication process among the CoC participants
and Identity Nodes. Furthermore, for the application to access the wallet, a browser
extension and a JavaScript library that interacts with it are necessary. For Ethereum
networks, it is common to use a combination of WEB3J and Metamask.

• Communication with the Blockchain network. The entity node, depending on the underly-
ing technology, will have an interface for interaction with the outside. In the case of
Ethereum networks and the particular case of Quorum, it is XML-RPC [38], and with
Hyperledger, it is an API based on REST (REST API) [39].

• Communication of Safe Storage events. The Secure Store must have the ability to generate
events against the node to report access to the stored evidence. A proposal for how
to do this is by implementing a FaaS (Function as a Service) in services such as AWS
Lambda, which reads the log of events generated by the storage system and generates
an audit log directly in the smart contract.

• Interaction within the Gateway Safe Storage. The application must manage the uploading
or download of evidence from or to the client’s device. It will mediate communication
with the different secure stores, so having credentials in the secure store will not be
necessary. So, access will be made with service accounts with granular permissions
to the evidence managed from the identity management module. In the case of
downloading, a secure URI (Uniform Resource Identifier) must be generated for
downloading from the client.

• Offline Upload of evidences. Formalize a protocol for sending the evidence to the offline
provider for uploading or massive data migration to avoid problems and cost overruns.

• Development and Debugging environment. Depending on the network, it is necessary
to have tools and environments to build and debug the smart contract. In the case of
Ethereum networks, the most suitable options are Truffle suite [40] and Remix [41].
Hyperledger has its own SDKs and projects for this purpose, as was Hyperledger-
Composer at the time, but it is now discontinued.

The main differences of the centralized architectures with the distributed architecture
are next:

• In this case, the application’s access does not need extra extensions, and the complete identi-
fication, authentication and authorization processes are being managed in a centralized way.

• The application interacts with the network using the network account of the authenti-
cated user. For this, it is necessary to implement the identity management module and
a cryptography server to safely store the keys.

• Safe Storage must generate the event against the application to generate the audit
record directly against the smart contract.

Lastly, the multi-Blockchain architecture is the most oriented approach to being a
CoC service provider. It applies to institutions that desire redundancy at the Blockchain
and the associated smart contracts to avoid problems related to having only one service
provider. The principal difference with the distributed architecture is the need to separate
the connection services layer from the application with the different smart contracts and
identity management.

The last difference would be, in the case of wanting to provide services to several
entities, the need for the application and the entire infrastructure to be multi-tenant, in order
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to be able to instantiate different entities, whose information and access are kept isolated
from each other on the same infrastructure.

5. Case of Study: Smart Contracts and Ethereum for the CoC Process
5.1. The Developed Prototype

This section describes the Proof of Concept (PoC), built for didactic and feasibility
purposes to implement a complete CoC process with smart contracts. The prototype is open,
secure, and robust. After reviewing the literature review exhaustively, several kinds of tech-
nological architectures were proposed: distributed, centralized, and multi-blockchain. For the
purposes of this PoC, the distributed approach has been chosen by satisfying the proposed
CoC model and design principles. As justified in our review, our architectural solution is
based on the proposal by Bonomi et al. [13], adding several additional requirements for our
practical case. The concrete architecture of the proposed solution can be observed Figure 6.
It has been built under Quorum since it was one of the technologies chosen by Alastria.

Figure 6. Architecture of the Prototype Developed.

Our prototype implements the CoC process model detailed in a previous section. From the
point of view of smart contracts, we have also followed the studied features found in the lit-
erature and the gaps detected in them. Our solution includes the creation of any evidence,
management of participants, audit processes, and invalidation of any evidence, among others.
In addition, a Safe Storage service offered by Google—named Google Storage Coldline—is em-
ployed for the secure storage of evidences. The interaction with the secure storage is conducted
through a gateway component, Safe Gateway, which implements a primary REST interface
by using Node Express and the Google Storage API SDK offered by Google [42]. As observed
in Figure 6, our solution interacts with Ethereum networks. In particular, the Ganache im-
plementation and a 7-node test network of the official Quorum distribution have been used
for this practical case. It has also been successfully deployed in the Alastria testnet. Quorum
incorporates the ZKP protocol for the authorization of transactions and privacy purposes.

On the other hand, the implemented user-interface is a web application developed
with Angular [43] and the Web3j library. The connection to the Blockchain is completely
distributed through an Ethereum client. In our case, Metamask has been chosen with an
Ethereum-compatible wallet. The smart contract itself has been implemented in Solidity
using the development and debugging environment offered by Remix [41]. It generates
compiled code to Bytecode to be executed on EVMs. An example is shown in Figure 7. Truf-
fleSuite has been used for the deployment of the contract within the Blockchain network.
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Figure 7. Programming Environment.

5.2. Component Interactions

The workflow of the CoC process for the components belonging to the developed
prototype must be established. The concrete component interactions are also detailed in
Figure 6 with red circles and letters. Each interaction is described next:

• Interaction A (Client application <-> Distributed application). The client application,
through a Chrome browser, or another compatible browser with the extension pro-
vided by Metamask, accesses the distributed application by an HTTP communication.
The browser downloads JavaScript code from the Node server, including the interface
and style sheets. The web server does not interact with the smart contract or the
Blockchain network.

• Interaction B (Client application <-> Smart Contract). The application client interacts
directly with the smart contract deployed in the network node. The client browser can
do this through the Web3j JavaScript library and the Metamask extension.

• Interaction C (Distributed application <-> Safe Gateway). The safe storage is organized
as a server that provides different REST services. In our case, it provides a service for
uploading/downloading information. The specific interaction between the application
and the gateway is to adjust the upload/download parameters so that the browser can
manage this information directly from the safe gateway.

• Interaction D (Safe Gateway <-> Safe Storage). The safe gateway is in charge of collect-
ing/sending the information from/to the safe storage. Through this option, the file
requested to be downloaded or sent by the client is collected by the gateway. With the
corresponding credentials, this is in charge of remotely storing files. This fact allows a
control and abstraction layer of the safe storage without the client knowing the store’s
details or credentials. As further work, the gateway could perform additional controls
on the information managed. For example, recalculating fingerprints of evidence,
encrypting data, etc.

• Interaction E (Client application <-> Safe Storage). The volume of electronic evidence
could be Gigabytes, Terabytes or Petabytes. In these cases, it is reasonable for the client
to interact directly with the store with his/her specific native credentials and tools.
For example, Google’s Gsutil tool or the offline data migration available from most
cold cloud storage providers, such as Amazon AWS [44].

• Interaction F (Development environment (Remix) <-> Smart Contract). The Remix envi-
ronment [41] is ideal for the development and debugging tasks of the smart contract.
An Ethereum virtual machine can be used, or well, accessed with a client via Web3J
Metamask to interconnect with Ethereum. It has a multitude of options to be able to
develop, compile, debug and test the smart contract.
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• Interaction G (Compilation and deployment <-> Smart Contract). For the compilation and
deployment of the contract, we use the Truffle suite [41] that allows the deployment
of Ethereum-based Blockchain networks. The application deployment is also used to
compile and migrate the contract to the corresponding network.

5.3. The CoC Smart Contract

The developed smart contract is a program that implements the business logic of
the CoC process to manage digital evidences, with a set of specific principal capabilities.
The list of the principal implemented functions are:

• CreateEvidence. It creates a new evidence, in case it does not exist in the Blockchain
network. As an example, the source code for this function is included in Figure 8.
This function creates new evidences with a specific filename and an SHA-256 hash.
Furthermore, some additional parameters are defined, such as its identifier, the creator
and owner, etc. It is essential to be a participant of the network to perform this action.

function CreateEvidence ( string memory _evidence_filename,
string memory _evidence_hashdigest_SHA256

)
public
ParticipantExists(msg.sender, true)
returns(bytes32)
{

bytes32 _EvidenceID = GenerateEvidenceID(_evidence_filename,
_evidence_hashdigest_SHA256);

bool exists = evidences[_EvidenceID].EvidenceID != 0$\times$0;

if (!exists && _EvidenceID != 0$\times$0) {

evidences[_EvidenceID].EvidenceID = _EvidenceID;
evidences[_EvidenceID].owner = msg.sender;
evidences[_EvidenceID].creator = msg.sender;
evidences[_EvidenceID].isValid = true;
evidences[_EvidenceID].evidence_filename = _evidence_filename;
evidences[_EvidenceID].evidence_hashdigest_SHA256 =

_evidence_hashdigest_SHA256;
evidences[_EvidenceID].hasAccess[msg.sender] = true;

string memory audit_description="Evidence creation";
EmitAuditRecord(_EvidenceID,audit_description);
return(_EvidenceID);
} else {

string memory audit_description="Evidence exists!";
EmitAuditRecord(_EvidenceID,audit_description);
return(_EvidenceID);
}

}

Figure 8. Source Code to Create an Evidence in the Smart Contract.

• GetParticipantList. It returns the list of all participants who are in the Blockchain network.
• AddMasterParticipant. It adds the master participant data. This action is only possible

if the participant did not exist in the Blockchain network previously.
• AddParticipant. It adds the data of any participant. This action is only possible if the

participant did not exist in the Blockchain network previously.
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• GetParticipant. It obtains the participant data required by another participant located
in the Blockchain network.

• EmitAuditRecord. It adds to the evidence the record of what has happened, and it sends
an event to the Blockchain network.

• GenerateEvidenceID. It is a public evidence ID generator. It can be used for any partici-
pant belonging to the Blockchain network.

• SetParticipantToEvidence. It adds a participant to the evidence. Only the evidence owner
can perform this action.

• RemoveParticipantFromEvidence. It adds a participant to the evidence. Only the evidence
owner can perform this action.

• TransferOwnership. An owner can transfer the owner role of evidence to another
participant belonging to the Blockchain network.

• InvalidateEvidence. The owner can invalidate evidence in the Blockchain network.
• NotifyException. The owner can notify an exception about evidence in the Blockchain network.
• SetEvidenceHashdigestMD5. An evidence creator can add an MD5 hash to this evidence.
• SetEvidenceHashdigestSHA1. An evidence creator can add a SHA1 hash to this evidence.
• SetEvidenceFormatVersion. An evidence creator can add the format version of the object

that contains this evidence.
• SetEvidenceFormatType. An evidence creator can add the format type of the object that

contains this evidence.
• SetEvidenceObjectType. An evidence creator can add the object type that contains this evidence.
• SetEvidenceUriToSecureVault. An evidence creator can add its URI to the safe storage.
• SetEvidenceFilepath. An evidence creator can add its file path.
• SetEvidenceDescription. An evidence creator can add its description.
• SetAdquisitionStatementUriToSecureVault. An evidence creator can add the URI path of

its acquisition document into safe storage.
• SetAdquisitionStatementHashdigestSHA256. An evidence creator can add the SHA256

hash of its acquisition document into safe storage.
• SetAdquisitionStatementFilename. An evidence creator can add the filename of its

acquisition document into safe storage.
• SetEvidenceDetailAll. An evidence creator can update all its data from a smart contract.
• GetEvidenceAudit. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network can access

evidence data for audit purposes.
• GetEvidence. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network can access the

evidence itself.
• GetEvidenceDescription. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network can

access an evidence description.
• GetEvidenceUriToSecureVault. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network

can access the URI location of evidence.
• GetEvidenceObjectType. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network can

access the object type containing evidence.
• GetEvidenceFormatType. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network can

access the format type of evidence.
• GetEvidenceHashdigestSHA1. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network

can access the SHA1 hash of evidence.
• GetEvidenceHashdigestSHA256. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network

can access the SHA256 hash of evidence.
• GetEvidenceHashdigestMD5. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain network can

access the MD5 hash of evidence.
• GetEvidenceAdquisitionStatementFilename. Any authorized participant in the Blockchain

network can access the filename of the acquisition document of evidence.
• GetEvidenceAdquisitionStatementUriToSecureVault. Any authorized participant in the

Blockchain network can access the URI path of the acquisition document of evidence
from the safe storage.
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• GetEvidenceAdquisitionStatementHashdigestSHA256. Any authorized participant in the
Blockchain network can access the SHA256 hash of the acquisition document of
evidence from the safe storage.

6. Discussion and Limitations

The digital revolution is renewing many aspects of our lives. This new reality is also
being reflected in current judicial processes for the CoC evidence process in a similar way
to traditional evidences. For this reason, it is essential to have a CoC management system
that ensures the integrity and privacy of any digital evidence in a court. This is a necessary
condition, though not sufficient, to decide on the admissibility and probative value of
digital evidence. Knowing, without a doubt, who, when, how, and why somebody could
access the digital evidence. Blockchain can become a suitable solution to improve this CoC
process, where integrity and privacy must be guaranteed between untrustworthy parties.
Several benefits can be achieved in terms of transparency, fault tolerance, decentralization,
and independent verification, as in our case is.

From the business perspective, the costs of a CoC process can become very relevant.
Remind, our technological solution consumes the GAS unit to measure the exchange of
Ether tokens during transactions. However, smart contracts can reduce administrative
procedures and save costs. In our case, the access functions do not have costs since
the evidence registry, and any evidence itself are separated in different secure storage,
as detailed in previous sections. Audit and event generation would generate GAS costs in
the implemented smart contract for the PoC proposed in this work.

Our developed prototype has been built for didactic and feasibility purposes to check
the end-to-end implementation of the CoC process with smart contracts in an open, secure,
and robust way. It implements both the design principles and the features of the distributed
architecture detailed in Section 4, including the creation/access/destruction of the evidence,
the management of participants, the audit procedure, etc. The distributed application has
been developed is suitable for mobile devices and native applications. The technological
decisions of this work have been subrogated to the strategic decisions of Alastria.

The smart contract of our prototype is prepared for both single and multiple enti-
ties. Each of them could share the smart contract or have a dedicated one. The principal
aim of our solution is to optimize its size and to keep the evidence integrity and privacy
during all steps in the CoC process. Performance time is not a very relevant indicator
since it is not a real-time process to access or store any evidence, among other available
functions. The smart contract manages all events by including associated data, authen-
tication/authorization permissions, evidence registry, and access to any evidence itself.
Additionally, the implemented prototype includes the audit and tracking procedures.

There is an opportunity to standardize smart contracts for this CoC process with the
support of both the scientific community and the competent authorities. This standardiza-
tion will provide society with the characteristics of reliability and security. Standardization
can be focused on the most used programming languages for current smart contracts, such
as Solidiy or Chaincode. The multi-blockchain approach could also be considered at the
architectural level since Blockchain technology is not yet mature at a business level.

Another challenge is the need to deploy these contracts in a consortium since the CoC
process also demands a holistic approach at the process and participant levels. Blockchain
is a technology that fits perfectly for the required technical purposes if a robust process of
evidence management and participants accompanies it. Otherwise, the scenario would
not be different from using other database technology. Blockchain autonomously does not
eliminate the risk of intentional manipulation of data. Our presented prototype also tries to
reflect these aspects as a proof of concept.

At a technological level, Alastria has also incorporated in its roadmap the incorporation
of Hyperledger. It was decided to add Hyperledger Besu, an Ethereum client project to its
capabilities, as a possible alternative. Additional advances of our proposed prototype can
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also be included according to new Alastria requirements since our technological architecture
is modular and flexible.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

A real fully-functional prototype to manage the CoC process of any digital evidence has
been built and validated in this work. Three designed architectures (distributed, centralized
and multi-blockchain) and several principles to be incorporated into our prototype are first
specified. Its associated smart contract has been developed under Quorum, a version of
Ethereum oriented to private business environments, which is open-source and compatible
with the current top languages, to evolve to standardize smart contracts for the CoC process.
Promoting the standardization of smart contracts in a secure and simple way is essential.
Independent third parties can validate the Blockchain transactions without having to know
their content thanks to ZKP protocols and the designed principles of our prototype.

As a next step, our prototype could be improved with the incorporation of a multi-
blockchain approach, as well as include support for Hyperledger Besu. Other further tasks
may be to improve the user interface of our solution. The interoperability of the smart
contract to interact directly with third parties, with the use of “Oracles” gateways, can be
another option for improvement.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

CoC Chain of Custody
DTL Distributed Transaction Ledger
EVM Ethereum Virtual Machine
FaaS Function as a Service
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol
ID Identification
IoT Internet of Things
IP Intellectual Property
KMS Key Management System
MD5 Message Digest Algorithm 5
PoC Proof of Concept
PoW Proof of Work
SDK Software Development Kit
SHA Secure Hash Algorithm
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URI Uniform Resource Identifier
XML-RPC eXtensible Markup Language-Remote Procedure Call
ZKP Zero-Knowledge Proof
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